
The EU Summit

The UK may want the EU summit to be about that post Brexit relationship, but
much of the time will be taken up with the rest of the EU trying to stitch
together a new migration policy. That will be followed by a meeting of the
Eurozone Heads with Germany wanting to reinforce the austere disciplines of
the scheme against possible challenges from Italy and others. The rows over
migration may make the issues over the Euro more intractable and fractious.

When the PM is allowed to put the UK case I want her to be strong as well as
her usual courteous and helpful self. She should say the UK negotiators have
been more than generous so far in responding to EU demands for money we do
not owe, and in potentially accepting powers and controls we do not have to
accept during a possible transition. In return the EU now needs to offer a
comprehensive free trade agreement for goods and services which leaves the UK
free to spend it own money, make its own laws and conduct its own trade
policy. If the EU rejects any such suggestion then the UK should simply leave
on March 29 2019.

The public have rightly shrugged off the latest round of Project Fear
statements. Airbus has no wish to try to sell planes without wings, and is
not about to substitute Chinese wings for UK ones. There need be no queues of
lorries at Dover or other UK ports once we leave. The UK will control those
borders and will use the electronic and advance filing systems we already use
for our trade to avoid needing to calculate customs dues whilst the driver
waits at the border.

There hasn’t been a new Project Fear worry for some time. The Remain media
just seem to like recycling old materials time after time, with no particular
purpose.
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